
Peter Williams  

Hello Delegates! I am honored to be your chair this year in the Historical Security Council. 

Myself, I served in SCV’s HSC as a delegate for two years. I have also worked as an assistant 

director at the National High School MUN in New York. As a delegate, I enjoyed both GA and 

crisis committees, and I hope that you will find that SCV’s Security Council model attempts 

to get the “best of both worlds.” As a student, I am pursuing an Associates Degree at De Anza 

Community College and I will be transferring in the Spring 2020. I can’t wait to see you all at 

the conference!  

 

Lucas Chavez Meyles  

Hi, delegates! My name is Lucas Chaves Meyles and I am currently a freshman at University 

of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). I plan to study pure mathematics with a possible minor in 

either computer science or history. During my high school years, I participated in about 15 

conferences over 4 years. My favorite part of MUN was the ability to have fun with 

formulating creative, idiosyncratic yet effective resolutions. Because of that, I heavily enjoyed 

participating in the fast-paced, improvisational agenda of crisis committees at conferences. 

Other than MUN, I love to socialize with my friends, whether it be going to a party or playing 

smash bros. I also love to swim and have been swimming competitively since I was a kid. 

Academically, I’m really into reading science fiction novels and doing fun problem solving 

with math. My current escapade is A Storm of Swords by George R. R. Martin, part of the A 

Song of Ice and Fire series (a worthy recommendation). Concerning math, I adore working 

on math competition problems involving geometry or combinatorics. As a Santa Teresa 

alumnus and former SCVMUN Director General, SCVMUN holds a special place in my heart. 

I hope all of you work hard and have fun. See you all in HSC! 

 



Dennis Fiorentinos 

Hello my name is Dennis Fiorentinos and I am currently a second year Business 

Administration Major at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo. I haven’t decided what I plan to 

concentrate on yet, but I am most likely going to do finance or accounting. I come from the 

east Bay Area and I have been there all my life. I love to travel and my most recent trip out of 

the country was all over Europe. Studying art history is one of my hobbies, especially 

renaissance period pieces. I have been doing MUN since I was a freshman in high school and 

this is my sixth SCVMUN. I am currently on the Cal Poly MUN team and enjoy continuing to 

debate and talk policy on the collegiate level. 

 

Keyan Foroondian 

Hey everyone! My name is Keyan Foroodian and I am honored to be serving as your 

Co-Crisis Director for Historical Security Council for the 49th session of SCVMUN! I am a 

Freshman intending to study Political Science at DVC and hope to transfer to a UC after 

completing a year and a half at community college. This conference marks my third year of 

MUN, and I’m looking forward to a weekend I know will be filled with lots of exciting debate 

and creative solutions. I can't wait to read all the fun and exciting directives you guys write, 

and the more in depth and creative the idea it is, the better the staff will respond to it with! 


